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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known [9] that the linear inhomogeneous ODE 
i(t)=Ax(t)+f(t) (XEF, A ECnxn), 
with periodic forcing term 
foci:= (cp~C(R;C”):cp(t)=~(t+T)forallt~R} (T>O) 
has a unique T-periodic solution if and only if pLk := i2knjT (k E Z, 
i2 = - 1) are not roots of the characteristic equation 
det(pZ-A)=0 (ZECflX” is the unit matrix). 
Consider now the linear inhomogeneous FDE 
where E: lR+C”“” is continuous to the left and of bounded total variation 
on R, i.e., 
y := jm I Ws)I < ~0, 
-m 
and f~ CT. By a solution of (E) we mean a function 
XEBC(R;C”):= {cp~C(R;C”):cpisboundedonRf 
satisfying (E). It is a natural conjecture that the following generalization of 
the previous result is true. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Equation (E) has a unique T-periodic solution if and only 
if pk = i2krcjT (k E Z) are not roots qf the characteristic equation 
detd(p)=O, d(p) := pZ- jz epA dE(s). (1.1) 
-x 
We prove a more general result giving a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for the existence of T-periodic solutions also in the general (critical) 
case when det d(pk) = 0 for some integers (see Theorem 1.2). 
Recently some papers were published on the problem of existence of 
periodic solutions for special cases of (E). 
G. B. Gustafson and K. Schmitt [7, 171 obtained that the differen- 
tial-difference equation 
i(t)=Ax(t-z)+J’(t), (1.2) 
where A E [w” xn, 
TIAI<fi (h 
f E C,, T> r > 0, has a T-periodic solution whenever 
ere 1 A 1 denotes the operator norm induced by the 
Euclidean norm in [w”). 
C. Langenhop [ 111 has proved that if 
I 2 
0 
I dE(s)( = 0, det I d-E(s) # 0, Ty < 4, 0 -Jz 
then (E) has a unique T-periodic solution. 
S. Murakami [ 141 has improved Langenhop’s condition on the size of 
period T showing that the statement is true with Ty < 27~ 
Considering the equation 
i(t)=Ax(t)+jO C(s)x(t+s)ds+f(t), 
-% 
(1.3) 
T. A. Burton, P. Eloe, and M. Islam [ 1 ] purposed obtaining conditions for 
the existence of T-periodic solutions without placing restrictions on the size 
of T (other than T > 0) or on the size off: They have proved that if 
and 
I ’ [C(u)1 du< 1 (1.4) -Ix‘ 
s bf(t) dt =O, ’ s s ’ ) C(s)/ ds du< cc, (1.5) -53 --x 
then there exists at least one T-periodic solution of (1.3). 
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All these results are immediate corollaries of Theorem 1.1. In the case of 
Eq. (1.2) one has 
E(s) := AC,(S), e,(s) : = 
i 
1, S>T 
0, sds’ 
Y=IAI, 
so Langenhop’s theorem improves Gustafson’s and Schmitt’s theorem. On 
the other hand, from Ty <2x we have 
(k E L, k # 0). 
So Murakami’s condition Ty < 271 excludes that ,u~ (k = & 1, f2, . ...) are 
roots of the characteristic equation (1.1). In the case of Eq. (1.3) we have 
E(s):= Ae,(s)+J’ C(u)du. 
-r 
The estimate 
l@kl-A)-’ I ia pq(s) ds < (1 + (2kr,T)2)-“2 s”, I C(s)1 ds (1.6) % 
shows that condition (1.4) alone implies det d(~~) #O (lie Z), and conse- 
quently, by Theorem 1.1, the existence of the unique T-periodic solution of 
(1.3). Conditions (1.5) are superfluous. However, the following theorem 
shows that the first condition in (1.5) can be used for improving condition 
(1.4). 
To formulate the theorem, allowing also the resonance case det 
d(pLk) = 0, we need some notations. For f~ CT, k E Z let 
be the kth Fourier coefficient off: Let 
A(k):= (a~C”*:ad(p~)=O} (kEz), 
C,(E):= {f~C,:af(k)=O forall aeA(k),kEZ}, 
where C”’ is the space of n-dimensional row vectors. It is easy to see 
that A(k) = (0) iff det d(,uk) #O, which is the case for 1 kl large enough. 
Consequently, the space C,(E) is of finite codimension. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Equation (E) has a T-periodic solution if and only Q 
,fe C,(E). Equation (E) has a unique T-periodic solution if and only if 
det A # 0 for all k E Z. Jf E and.f are real, then the statements hold true 
with real periodic solutions. 
Using estimate (1.6) for k = + 1, + 2, . . . . and applying Theorem 1.2 we 
obtain that 
’ [C(u)1 du< [l +~E~/T~]‘:~, 
% 
j-o’,f(t)dt=O 
imply the existence of T-periodic solutions for Eq. (1.3). 
Theorem 1.2 can be deduced from some basic facts of the general theory 
of linear FDE in a sophisticated way (see [S, 133 for the case of FDE with 
finite and infinite delay, respectively, and also [6, 151). In Section 2 we give 
a simple proof for the theorem using nothing but the Fredholm alternative 
in C” and some L2 estimates. The latter technique was used for the study 
of the existence of almost periodic solutions by Corduneanu [4, 51. In 
Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.2 via Leray-Schauder continuation method 
[12, 161 illustrating that this method can yield the best possible result for 
a linear problem. This proof can be used for obtaining a theorem for some 
nonlinear perturbation of Eq. (E), which yields the main result of this 
paper (Section 4). This generalization will be applied in Section 5 for a 
hereditary system. As an example, we consider the scalar equation 
<t(t)= -ax(t-r+vk(t,x(t+ .)))+f(t) 
(a, r, v = const., f E C,), which arises from a perturbation problem in 
biological modelling theory [3]. 
2. AN ELEMENTARY PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
First assume that (E) has a T-periodic solution. Multiplying (E) by 
exp( -pk t ) and integrating over [0, T], we obtain 
=Tj=- eU”“[dE(s)] 2(k) + Tj‘(k). 
~ 3c 
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Hence 
4Pk) -f(k) =m (kEZ), (2.1) 
that is, the linear equations d(pJ y =f(k), k E L, can be solved for y E C”. 
From elementary linear algebra, these equations have solutions if and only 
if aj‘(k)=O for all aEC”* such that ad(~~)=O. Thus, the existence of a 
T-periodic solution of (E) implies f E C,(E). 
Now assume that f~ C,(E). Then the equations d(puk) y =f(k) can be 
solved for y for all k E Z. Choose ck E C” such that 
d(h) ck =fW (k E Z). 
We are going to show that the Fourier series 
7 
1 
is uniformly convergent, and its sum is a T-periodic solution of (E). 
In order to prove the uniform convergence of (2.3), observe that the 
matrices A(&) are invertible for 1 k / large enough. In fact, for ) kl > Ty/n 
we have 
(2.4) 
with c = T/n Thus, (2.2) implies 
Hence we readily obtain CT= --sc 1 ck I < co, since, by f~L’(0, T), 
Cp= --m ( f(k)12 -K co. Therefore, the Fourier series (2.3) is uniformly 
convergent. 
The next step is to show that the T-periodic function given by (2.3) 
satisfies (E). Equation (E) cannot be used directly to do this, since f does 
not necessarily have a uniformly convergent Fourier series and the differen- 
tiability of the sum (2.3) is not known at the moment. So, supposing 
XEC,, we rewrite (E) into the equivalent integral equation 
x(t)=x(0)+~fcYx(~)rlr+l:f.(s) ds, 
0 
(2.5) 
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where 9 : C,+ C, is given by 
Equation (2.5) is also not suitable because jb 9x(s) ds and fLf(s) ds are 
not necessarily T-periodic functions. 
Let us introduce the notation 
co,= {qEC,:@qo)=o) 
Define y(t) =x(t) - a(O). By (2.1), d(0) i(O) = -Zz?(O) =f(O). Thus, (2.5) 
implies 
y(t) =Y@) + j’ MY ds + j-’ (f(s) -wf(O)) ds. (2.6) 
0 0 
This equation is quite satisfactory for us here, but in Section 3 we need an 
equation where both sides are in Co, for any y E C$. Clearly, j(0) = 0 and 
(~(0))~ (0) = y(O). Consequently, from (2.6) it follows that 
y = F(6py) + F(f-f(O)), (2.7) 
where 9 : CD, -+ C$ is defined by (Yq)(t) = jh q(s) ds - (1; q(s) ds) A (0). 
So, if x E C, is a solution of (E), then y(t) = x(t) - g(O) satisfies (2.7). On 
the other hand, it is easy to check from (2.7) by differentiating that if (2.7) 
holds for some y E C’$, then x(t) = y( t) + co is a T-periodic solution of (E), 
where co EC” is chosen such that d(0) co =f(O). 
Therefore, it suffices to show that (2.7) is fulfilled by the function 
z(t) = 1 C/y. 
k#O 
(2.8) 
If g E CO,, then the Fourier series of 9g is 
and this series uniformly convergences to Bg, since I fj(k)/pLkl d 
$( T2/(2kn)2 + I g(k)12), k # 0, and x;= ~z 1 i(k < cc. Therefore, from 
Yz E CO, and 
(.Yz)(t)- 1 (Ye”“‘)(O) ckepk’ 
k#O 
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one concludes 
(F(di9z))(t) = k;. i (.Yepk .)(O) ckeph’, (2.9) 
(s(f-P(O)))(f) = ,s, kf(k) e? (2.10) 
Writing the uniformly convergent series (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) into (2.7) 
and using relations (2.2) and d&) =pkZ- LZ(P’)(O), an identity is 
obtained. That is, the sum (2.3) is a T-periodic solution of (E). 
Summing up, iffE C,(E) and the constants ck E C” are chosen such that 
(2.2) holds, then the Fourier series (2.3) converges uniformly and its sum 
is a T-periodic solution of (E). Vice versa, any T-periodic solution of (E) 
has a uniformly convergent Fourier series with coefficients ck satisfying 
(2.2). 
If det d(pk) # 0, k E Z, then the sequence { ck } is unique and we have a 
unique T-periodic solution. 
If E(t) E R”* and f(t) E R”, t E R, then the sequence { ck } can be given 
such that c= c-~, FEZ, and themies (2.3) will be P-valued. This is 
obvious from d(~~) = d(pPk) and f(k) =p( -k). 
3. A PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 VIA LERAY-SCHAUDER 
CONTINUATION METHOD 
Here we prove the “if” part of the first statement of Theorem 1.2 in 
another way, which can be generalized for some nonlinear equations. 
Denote by Z(E) the finite set of integers k for which det ,4(pk)= 
det d(i(2kn/T)) = 0, and decompose the function fin Eq. (E) into the sum 
f=g+h, g(t) := c f(k) PC, h(t) :=f(t)-g(t). 
ksL(E) 
We seek solutions x of (E) in the form x = y + z, where z is a solution of 
i(t)=y CWS)l4~ + s) + s(t), -Ix 
and y is the unique solution of the equation 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
with 9(k) = 0 for all k E Z(E). 
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Consider a finite sum 
z(r):= c Ckt+‘, 
k t Z’(P) 
whose coefficients ck E C” satisfy the equations 
d(pk) ck =f@) (k E Z(E)). 
Using the formula 
(yz)(t)= 1 (=!?e”“‘)(o) ckepkr, 
ksZ(E) 
one can easily check that z is a solution of (3.1). The sufficiency of the 
condition LIZ C,(E) will be proved if we show the existence of a solution 
y of (3.2) with j(k) = 0 for all k E Z(E). 
Introduce the notations 
X:= {cpdT:~(k)=O,kd(E)}, x0 : = Xn co,,, 
and consider the map 
2P:Px[O, l]+P, .f(cp, 2) : = BL?cp + W(h - L(0)). 
If cp is a fixed point of Y?( ., l), then @ = 9~ + h - L(O). Since 
$Pc = -d(O) c for any c E C”, the function y(t) : = cp( t) - c with 
if OEZ(E) 
if O#Z(E) 
is a solution of Eq. (3.2) with j(k) = 0 for all k E Z(E). So, it suffices to 
prove that X( ., 1) has a fixed point. 
Suppose that &?( ., 1) does not have a fixed point. Then neither does 
X( ., 2) for 0 < jti < 1. In fact, if (pi were a fixed point of X( ., A), then qn/i. 
would be a fixed point of &?( ., 1). Observe that 0 is the only fixed point 
of %‘( ., 0). Therefore, for every 2 E [0, l] the map Z( ., 1) has no fixed 
point on the boundary of the open ball Q : = {q E X0 : 11 cp 11 < v}, where 
v > 0 is arbitrary. On the other hand, using the Arzela-Ascoli theorem one 
can show that X is compact. Then by properties of the Leray-Schauder 
degree [ 161 we have 
d(Z- .F.Y - 9(h -h(O)), R, 0) 
= d(Z- X( .) l), 9,O) 
= d(Z- X( ‘) O), Q, 0) = d(Z- FLY, Q, O), 
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where I denotes the identity map on x0. As Borsuk’s theorem [ 161 says the 
last integer is odd and the map 9.9 + 9(h - h(O)) has a fixed point in 9. 
This is a contradiction, and the proof is complete. 
4. A NONLINEAR GENERALIZATION 
Theorem 1 can be generalized for some nonlinear systems. 
Consider the perturbed equation 
i(t)q- [dE(s)] x(t + s) + G(t, x(t + ), v) +f(t), (PE) 
71 
where E and fare the same as in Eq. (E) with values R”“” and R”, respec- 
tively, G: Rx BC(R; IF) x [ -vO, vO] -+ R” is T-periodic with respect o its 
first variable t, and for any XE BC(R; Rn) and VE [ -vO, v,] the function 
t + G(t, x(t + . ), $1) is continuous. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that 
(i) det d(~~)#Ofor all kEZ; 
(ii) there are continuousfunctions 1, CD: [0, co) + [0, 00) with l(0) = 0, 
o(r) = O(r) (r -+ 00) and such that 
for all v E [ -vo, v,], 1 E [0, l] and for all T-periodic solutions of the 
equation 
i(t)=y [d,??(s)] x(t+s)+EJG(t,x(t+ .), v)+f(t)]. (PE,) 
-% 
Then equation (PE) has a T-periodic solution for small I v I. 
Proof We repeat-in a slightly modified way-the proof of the 
existence of T-periodic solutions of Eq. (3.2). Now Z(E) is empty, so let 
X : = C,, X0 : = Co, (members of C,, Co, are of real values), and consider 
themapsX:X~[O,l]-+Xand~~:C,+C,definedby 
X(cp, A) := G(O) + (04pq7 + 29,,cp + %f)^ (0) 
+ S(Zfp + nF+p + Aj”- (Zcp + M,,cp + I$)^ (O)), 
(%cp)(t) := G(t, cp(t + .), v). 
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We prove that, for every A E [0, 11, XE C, is a solution of Eq. (PE,) if 
and only if Y?‘(x, L) =x. 
In fact, if x E C, is a solution of (PE,), then (,t) A (0) = 0 implies 
[9x + a~,;..u + if] A (0) = 0. (4.1) 
On the other hand, 
x-i(0)=2F[5?x+3,2?,,x+2,,]. 
These two equalities together imply X(3., x)=x. 
Conversely, if X(x, A) =x, then X(x, A)^ (0) = i(O), whence (4.1) 
follows. Differentiating the equation X(x, A) = x and using (4.1) we obtain 
that x is a solution of (PE,). 
In order to prove that the map X( ., A) has no fixed point on the 
boundary of an appropriate ball around 0 in X for any 1 E [0, 11, we show 
the existence of a p > 0 such that if xi. E C, is a solution of (PE,) for some 
A E [0, 11, then I/ x, 11 < p. 
For a T-periodic solution x of (PE, ) we have 
d(/lk) it-,(k) = i(9\mXj,)A (k) + lyf(k). 
From conditions (i) and (ii) it follows that 
laj.(k)l G Id ‘(Pk)lCI(%,xi.)A tk)l + I.ftk)ll 
<Id ~‘~ll~~lC~~l~‘o~~II~;,ll~+llflll (kEiZ). (4.2) 
BY (2.4) 
k=-x 
Summing up in (4.2) and applying the Parseval identity we obtain 
1 = 
TJo Ix2(t)12dt~ C~(lvI)o(Ilx~.II)+ llfll12cl =:c2(xi). 
Then, applying the Schwarz inequality and a Sobolev type inequality, we 
obtain the estimate 
Q-Y ~~‘l~j,(~)ld~+~l~~~~.lA(0)+~lflA (0)+~/oTII;(t)ldf 
d (YT+ l) JGiCi + TCf( Iv I ) WC IIxi II ) + II f II 1 
(4.3 1 
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where 
c3:= (yT+l)fi+T, c4 : = c3 II f II’ 
Let y0 > cq and R > 0 be given such that r > r,, implies o(r)/r d R. If ( v ( is 
so small that c,l( 1 v I) R + c4/ro < 1, then (4.3) implies 11 Xj. // < r,, = : p. 
This means that for every 1. E [0, 1 ] the map Y?‘( ., n) has no fixed point 
on the boundary of the open ball Q : = {‘p E X: )I cp /I < p}. 
The proof can be concluded in the same way as that of Theorem 1.2. 
5. A HEREDITARY SYSTEM 
Consider the hereditary differential system 
i(t)=JK cm)1 UC x(t + ))(s) +f (t) (H) ~ u 
introduced by Gustafson and Schmitt [7] with finite delay. Here r] is of 
the same type as E in (E) with values in KY”“; f E C,(R; R”) and 
U: R x BC(R; W) + BC( R; R”) is the hereditary operator defined in the 
following way. Let a vector r E R” be fixed and let k: II%! x BC([W; IX”) x 
c -vo, vO] + R” be given such that for any x E BC(lR; W) and v E [ -v,,, \jO] 
the function t + k(t, x(t + . ), v) is continuous, k is T-periodic with respect 
to its first variable t. For p = 1, 2, . . . . n, let x,, denote the pth component of 
x E W. Then the pth component of the hereditary operator U is defined by 
Up(t,x(t+ .))(s)=x~(~-rp+kp(t,x(t+ .),v)+s) (s E R). 
After introducing the “unperturbed” hereditary operator V”(x( t + . ))(s) = 
x,(t - r,, + s), Eq. (H) can be rewritten into the form 
4t) = (9x)(t) + (4x)(t) +f(t), (H’) 
where 
(%x)(t) := s* C&b)l(Vt, x)(s)- vt, x)(s)), x 
and the abbreviations U( t, x(t + . )) = U(t, x), V(x( t + . )) = V( t, x) are 
used. 
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Concerning the dependence of k on the parameter v, we assume that 
there is a continuous function I: [0, m) -+ IF! with Z(0) = 0 such that 
+jrlk(r,x;.(l+ .),v)ldtdNvO 
0 
(5.1) 
for all AE [0, 11, VE [ -vo, vO] and for all T-periodic solutions xj. of the 
equation 
i(t)=(~x)(t)+A(~,:.x)(t)+3f(t). U-6 1 
If x1 is a T-periodic solution of (H(I) for some i E [0, 11, then by the mean 
value theorem 
~~~I~~~~~~~t)~~~~llL,llf~o~l~~~~~;(t+ .),v)Idt 
0 
6 6(6 II x>. II+ II f II ) I( I v I) (Iv1 dvoL 
where 6 : = jrX 1 dq(s)l . This means that the nonlinear operator 9” satisfies 
condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1. To apply this theorem we need the matrix 
d(p) = pZ- /‘I e”“dE(s), Epy(s)=vpy(s+ry). 
-r 
An easy computation shows that 
4~) = PI- s”; C&G)1 W, $1, D(p, S) = diag(eP(“+ ‘I), . . . . et“” ~ ‘n)). 
-x 
As a consequence of Theorems 1.1 and 4.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 5.1. Equation (H) has T-periodic solutions for any f E C, for 
small I v I if and only if 
#O (k E Z). 
The necessity of the condition can be shown by taking v = 0 in (H) and 
applying Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 5.1 generalizes and improves [7, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3; 
2, Theorem 51 in the case L(t, cp) = L(q). 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the scalar case of (H), 
a(t)= -ax(t-r+vk(t,x(t+ .)))+f(t), N-I) 
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where a E KY, a # 0. This equation is important in the mathematical biology. 
For example, many models of infection are of this form. Investigating the 
case a > 0, r > 0, Hale [lo] proved that if ar < x/2, f is almost periodic 
(f~ AP) and k = k(t), k E AP, then, for small v, there exists a unique 
uniformly asymptotically stable solution x E A P of (SH). Cooke [3] con- 
jectured that the same result holds when k depends on x. Stephan [lS] 
partially answered Cooke’s conjecture by the following: if a > 0, ar < 742, 
T3 r and k is uniformly Lipschitz with respect to x( .) and T-periodic in 
t, then for small v there exists a T-periodic solution of (SH). Chow [2] 
could drop the Lipschitz condition and the “rather unnatural condition” 
T3 r, and proved the existence of a T-periodic solution for small v under 
the conditions ur # 742 + krr (k E Z). Gustafson and Schmitt [7] also 
improved (with respect to the size of a and r) and generalized Stephan’s 
result by proving: if a # 0, r > 0, 0 < UT < 2( 3)‘j2, then (SH) has T-periodic 
solutions for small v > 0. 
Our Theorem 5.1 allows us to prove a theorem which generalizes, 
improves, and unities all of the results on the existence of periodic solutions 
mentioned above, and which is the best possible one. 
THEOREM 5.2. Equation (SH) has a T-periodic solution for any f E C, for 
small 1 v 1 if and only if either 
(i) UT # 2k7t for all k E Z, or 
(ii) ar # 42 + 2kx for all k E Z. 
Proof: By Theorem 5.1 it suffices to show that d(pLk)= ik2n/T+ 
u exp( - ik 2w/T) = 0 for some k E Z if and only if neither one of conditions 
(i) or (ii) holds. 
If d(pkO) =0 for some k,EZ, then Jai =2 1 k,,l xc/T, that is 2k,n/T= 
a sgn(ak,). Thus, condition (i) does not hold, Moreover, 
0 = d(~~,,) = iu sgn(uk,) + ue~iarsg”(aka) 
= ue ~ iur sgn(okg) tei(or + 42) sgn(uko) + 1 ) 
implies that condition (ii) is not fulfilled, either. 
Suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) are not satisfied, i.e., there are 
k,, m. E Z such that aT = 2k,n and ur = n/2 + 2m,x. Then 
and the proof is complete. 
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EXAMPLE 5.2. Considering the scalar equation 
i(t) = - ux( t - 1 + v sin 27ct) + sin 27ct, (5.2) 
where a #O, one can compare the regions of v as a function of the 
parameter a obtained for the existence of l-periodic solutions of (5.2) by 
using different techniques. It follows from the work of Hale [lo] that (5.2) 
has l-periodic solutions for 1 v / < z/2a - 1,0 < a < 7c/2. Gustafson and 
Schmitt [7] proved that there are l-periodic solutions of (5.2) for ( v 1 < 
l/l+l/a, Ial <fi.Ob serving that the condition II k(t, x1 (t +. ), v // d 
I( I u I ) in [7] can be replaced by (5.1), Gustafson’s and Schmitt’s result 
can be improved by ( v I < (7c/2)( l/l a I - l/J’??), I al < fi. From our 
Theorems 4.1, 5.1, and 5.2, we obtain the region I v I < (7c/2)(1 a 13/12 + 
25u*/12+ Iu~)~‘, a # n/2 + 2kn, k E Z, for the existence of l-periodic 
solutions of (5.2). 
Remark 5.1. The methods of Sections 4 and 5 can also be applied to 
nonautonomous problems where the function E and q in the equations also 
depend on the time t periodically with period T. In this case the role of the 
roots of the characteristic equation det d(p) = 0 is taken over by the 
characteristic exponents of the corresponding linear periodic non- 
autonomous equation. 
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